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KITCHEN STYLE

Modern

Elegance

Simple

Activity

Presenting
you a premium kitchen.
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The kitchen is the most important space in a home where the whole 

family comes together to share their happiness and bolster dreams.

It is where you hold special memories of your past, present and future. 

Upgrade this special space with Staron solid surface.

Introducing Staron’s high-quality
kitchen finishes especially for you.
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ELEgANCE
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Staron is an impeccably flawless synthetic acrylic marble.  

No matter what shape is envisioned for the product, the 

smooth surfaces create a seamless finished design. These 

subtle features differentiate materials of high quality design.

In addition, a variety of curves can be added for a sleek, unique 

design that meets your needs.

Variety of smooth seamless
surfaces and curves

dakota design in switzerland
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kusshand in korea
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SIMPLE
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Due to its durability, it is easy to restore in the event there is a crack or 

damage to material. While cooking in the kitchen, you have probably 

damaged the tops of your counters with knives and cookware. Staron 

solid surface can be easily restored to make your kitchen new again.

Smart material choice with
easy restoration and maintenance
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 design by darren James, Queensland, 
australia
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kitchen Jungkind in switzerland
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ACTIVITY

camping car in germany      

Staron solid surface is a durable material that can easily withstand heavy surface 

use and is impact resistant. In case of damage or cracks, the surface is easily 

repaired as if new. In addition, the non-porous surface is impervious to moisture, 

making them highly resistant to bacterial growth. Whether you are designing an 

RV, yacht or a confined space for a variety of activities, it is a sanitary material 

choice.

Durable material resistant to
surface damage
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ovation Yacht in u.s.a 
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